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Abstract
Logo recognition is the task of identifying and classifying
logos. Logo recognition is a challenging problem as there
is no clear definition of a logo and there are huge variations
of logos, brands and re-training to cover every variation is
impractical. In this paper, we formulate logo recognition as
a few-shot object detection problem. The two main compo-
nents in our pipeline are universal logo detector and few-
shot logo recognizer. The universal logo detector is a class-
agnostic deep object detector network which tries to learn
the characteristics of what makes a logo. It predicts bound-
ing boxes on likely logo regions. These logo regions are then
classified by logo recognizer using nearest neighbor search,
trained by triplet loss using proxies. We also annotated a
first of its kind product logo dataset containing 2000 lo-
gos from 295K images collected from Amazon called PL2K.
Our pipeline achieves 97% recall with 0.6 mAP on PL2K
test dataset and state-of-the-art 0.565 mAP on the publicly
available FlickrLogos-32 test set without fine-tuning.
1. Introduction
Logo recognition has a long history in Computer vision
with works dating back to 1993 [12]. While the problem is
well defined (detect and identify brand logos in images), it
is a challenging object recognition and classification prob-
lem as there is no clear definition of what constitutes a logo.
A logo can be thought of as an artistic expression of a brand,
it can be either a (stylized) letter or text, a graphical figure
or any combination of these. Furthermore, some logos have
a fixed set of colors with known fonts while others vary a lot
in color and specialized unknown fonts. Additionally, due
to the nature of a logo (as brand identity) there is no guaran-
tee about its context or placement in an image, in reality lo-
gos could appear on any product, background or advertising
surface. Also, this problem has large intra-class variations
e.g. for a specific brand, there exist various logos types (old
and new Adidas logos, small and big versions of Nike) and
inter-class variations e.g. there exists logos which belong to
different brands but look similar (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Logo variations exemplar images. (Row 1-3) Intra-class
variations of brands Adidas, Columbia, Lacoste per row. Notice,
different backgrounds, placement, fonts. (Row 4-6) Inter-class
variations of brands Chanel - Gucci, Calvin Klein - Grace Karin,
Ion - Speck. Notice, similar looking logos but belong to different
brands.
Accurate logo recognition in images can have multiple
applications. It can enable better semantic search, better
personalized product recommendations, improved contex-
tual ads, IP infringement detection amongst other applica-
tions.
Logo recognition has many inter- and intra-class varia-
tions, retraining with each new variation is unscalable. In
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Figure 2. Flow diagram for our Architecture for training and infer-
ence. We train proxies jointly with our few-shot model which are
used to compute the triplet loss.
this work, we explore logo recognition as a few-shot prob-
lem. We show experimentally and empirically that our
approach is able to detect and identify previously unseen
(in training) logos. We show that our models have better
learned what makes something a logo than prior art, with
performance being the evidence. We created a first of its
kind Product logo dataset PL2K. It contains over 2000 lo-
gos with large inter- and intra-class variations. Our pipeline
achieves 97% recall with 0.6 mAP on the new PL2K test
dataset and state-of-the-art 0.565 mAP on the publicly
available FlickrLogos-32 test set without fine-tuning. With
this we present the main contributions of our work:
• Universal logo detector: a class-agnostic logo detector,
capable of predicting bounding boxes on previously
unseen logos.
• Novel logo recognizer: A network based on spatial
transformer and proxy loss provides state-of-the-art re-
sults on FlickrLogos-32 test set. We further show by
experiments that this type of architecture with metric
learning does really well in few-shot logo recognition
thereby providing a more generalized logo recognition
model.
• Product logo dataset PL2K 1: We discuss how we went
about collecting and annotating this large-scale logo
dataset from the Amazon catalog.
2. Related works
In this section we discuss closely related works in the
fields of deep learning in computer vision, prior art in logo
1An image with a single product in front of a white background
recognition, and metric learning.
2.1. Deep learning
Our work adopts on recent deep learning research state-
of-the-art results in image object detection and classifica-
tion [15, 19, 25, 32, 37, 45, 46, 52, 58]. The problem of logo
recognition itself has a rich research history. In 1990’s
the problem was mainly explored in information retrieval
use-cases. An image descriptor was generated using affine
transformations and stored in a database for retrieval [12].
There were also some neural network based approaches
[7, 14] but the networks were not as deep nor the results
as impressive as recent work.
In 2000’s, with the advent of SIFT and related ap-
proaches [2, 38, 51] better image descriptors were possible.
These methodologies were used to represent images bet-
ter for logo recognition learning [6, 28, 44, 50, 70]. Apart
from SIFT, other approaches were also explored mostly
by the information retrieval community using min-hashing
[49], metric learning [8], Vocab trees [41], using text [56],
bundling features for improved search [67]. Most of these
approaches needed complex image preprocessing pipelines
along with several independent models.
Recent initiative in logo recognition use deep neural net-
works, which offer superior performance with end to end
pipeline automation, i.e. from image and logo identification
to recognition. Broadly speaking, the following approach is
prevalent - an image is fed to deep neural object detector and
classifier gives out predictions [4, 5, 21, 24, 43, 61, 62], most
of these approaches use an ImageNet [32] trained CNN
which is fine-tuned on FlickrLogos-32 [50] dataset. The
lack of a big quality logo dataset makes the models less gen-
eralizable. Other datasets like WebLogo-2M [59] are large
but this dataset is noisy with no manual bounding box anno-
tations. Instead, the data is annotated via an unsupervised
process, meaning the error rate is unknown. The Logos in
the wild dataset is much better [62] but it lacks the large
intra- and inter-class variations that PL2K provides.
2.2. Metric learning
Distance Metric learning (DML) has a very rich research
history in information retrieval, machine learning, deep
learning and recommender systems communities. DML has
successfully been used in clustering [20], near duplicate de-
tection [69], zero-shot learning [42], image retrieval [57].
We briefly cover it in relation to our work (deep methods).
The seminal work in DML is to train a Siamese network
with contrastive loss [9,18], where pairwise distance is min-
imized for image pairs with same class label and push dis-
tance between dissimilar pairs greater than some fixed mar-
gin. A downside of this approach is that it focuses on ab-
solute distances, whereas for most tasks, relative distances
matter more. One improvement over contrastive loss is
triplet loss [55, 65] which constructs a set of triplets, where
each triplet has an anchor, a positive, and a negative exam-
ple where anchor and positive have the same class label and
negative has a different class label.
In practice, the performance of these methods heavily
depends on pair mining strategies as there are exponential
number of pairs (mostly negative pairs) that can be gener-
ated. Several works in recent years have explored various
smart pair mining strategies. Facenet [54] proposed online
hard negative mining strategy but this technique has a short-
coming where it empirically required larger batch sizes to
work. Curriculum learning [3] was explored by [1] where
a probability distribution was used to sample image pairs
online in order of their hardness, with easy to cluster image
pairs sampled more earlier on in training and harder to iden-
tify pairs introduced later on in training. There exists other
DML sampling approaches trying to devise losses easier to
minimize using small mini-batches [20, 26, 42, 57, 64, 66].
Relating this prior art with our contributions in logo re-
search; none of these approaches explore logo recognition
as a few-shot clustering formulation which we feel is a bet-
ter fit for this problem. As a result, we did not have to per-
form class imbalance correction (as done by [59]), our ap-
proach can handle large number of logo classes and do ef-
fective few-shot logo detection by projecting new logos into
an embedding space. We used a combination of triplet-loss
and proxies[40] to optimize this embedding space and not a
simple distance measure. We hypothesize that the principle
of proposed method can be applied effortlessly to other im-
age tasks like classification or object detection. We picked
logo recognition due to its wide range of applications and
deep research history.
3. Approach
As discussed earlier, one of the key challenges with logo
detection is that the context in which the logo is embedded
can vary almost infinitely. State of the art deep learning
object detectors that are trained to localize and identify a
closed set of logos will inherently use the contexts of each
logo for training and prediction which makes them suscep-
tible to context changes. For example, a logo that appears
only on shoes in the training data might remain invisible or
get confused by same logo if it is displayed on a coffee mug
during inference.
To overcome this issue, we propose a two-step approach,
where first a semantic logo detector identifies rectangular
regions of an image where a logo might be located and a
second model, logo recognizer identifies its class/brand. In
contrast to recent works [62] that apply state of the art object
detectors such as Faster R-CNN [48] or SSD[37] to detect
and identify a fixed set of logos, we aim at a universal logo
detector that does not need further retraining if the classes
change. This method also alleviates the problem of collect-
ing and annotating a new large body of training data for
every future logo that needs to be detected.
Given a large number of training images across a wide
range of brands and contexts, we expect the models to learn
the abstract concept of logoness and to be able to work with
any logo class at inference time. In practice, we train these
models in a class-agnostic way: every generated region pro-
posal is classified in a binary fashion: logo or background
discarding any class-related information. In Section 5 we
discuss results of this claim of universal logo detection on
PL2K dataset and on public logo dataset FlickrLogos-32.
We also run different state-of-the-art object detector archi-
tectures (SSD, Faster R-CNN, YOLOv3) and analyze their
results.
3.1. Few-shot Logo Recognition
Once the semantic logo detector has identified a set of
probably logo regions within a given image we need to have
a mechanism that can correctly classify these regions into
its corresponding logo class/brand. Ideally, this step could
be solved via a state of the art CNN image classification
model such as ResNets[19] with multi-class classification.
However this necessitates the right amount of training data
for every class, class imbalance corrections and might also
constrain the number of classes.
Recent advances in deep embedding learning propelled
the research in few- [30,68] or one- [53] or zero-shot learn-
ing [33] where the aim is to use only a few, single or no ex-
amples of each class during training. The typical way this
is achieved is via metric learning, where a model learns the
similarity among arbitrary groups of data, thus being able
to cope even with a large number of (unseen) classes.
Currently, state-of-the-art methods for metric learning
employ deep (convolution) neural networks, which are
trained to output an embedding vector for each input im-
age so that it minimizes a loss function defined over the
distances of points. Usually, distances are learned using
triplets of similar and dissimilar points D = (x, y, z),
where x being the anchor, y the positive, and z the nega-
tive point and d is the Euclidean distance function. With y
being more similar to x than z the task is to learn a distance
respecting the similarity relationships encoded in D:
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) for all (x, y, z) ∈ D (1)
Triplet-loss addresses this with a hinge function to create
a fixed margin between the anchor-positive difference, and
the anchor-negative difference:
Ltriplet(x, y, z) = [d(x, y) +M − d(x, z)]+ (2)
However, it has been shown that the performance of these
functions depends greatly on the way these pairs and triplets
are sampled [1, 54]. In fact, computing the right set of
Figure 3. Example of proxies used during training: for the Adidas
logo (in the middle) distances are computed to the positive (dark
red) proxy to its left and negative (blue) proxy to its right instead
of other training images (small circles / triangles). Proxies do not
belong to any single image, they are learned during training.
triplets is a computationally expensive task which has to be
performed for every mini-batch during training for optimal
results. Movshovitz-Attias et al. introduced the notion of
proxies [40] in combination with NCA loss [17] that com-
pletely removes the sampling burden while providing state-
of-the-art performance on CUB200 [63], Cars196 [31] and
Stanford Products[42] datasets. They [40] define NCA loss
over proxies the following way:
LNCA(x, y, Z) = − log
(
exp(−d(x, p(y)))∑
z∈Z exp(−d(x, p(z)))
)
,
(3)
where Z is a set of all negative points for x and p(x) is
the proxy for x with p(x) = argmin d(x, p) for all p ∈
P that we need to learn. See Figure 3 for an illustrative
example of proxies. Similar to the original work we train
our model and all proxies with the same norm: Np = Nx.
Since NCA loss even with proxies over-fit very early for our
logo identification problem, we used the original triplet loss
with proxies:
Ltriplet(x, y, Z) = [d(x, p(y)) +M − d(x, p(Z))]+, (4)
We choose one proxy per logo class with static proxy as-
signment. This yields fast convergence and state-of-the-
art results on FlickrLogos-32 without using any triplet-
sampling strategy. In the experiments section we show how
this simple change in the loss function leads to superior per-
formance without sampling.
At inference time, using this trained embedding function,
one can apply (approximate) K-nearest neighbor search
among embedding vectors to find the corresponding predic-
tion for each query image.
4. Product Logo Dataset (PL2K)
Ideally, our training set would be a large body of anno-
tated images featuring logos across a high variety of con-
texts and domains to be able to train a deep-learning based
class-agnostic object detector model as these models have
millions of trainable parameters. Unfortunately, no cur-
rent public dataset satisfies these requirements. One reason
could be that image collection and annotation for such a
dataset would require expensive manual work to keep qual-
ity high and to prevent potential copyright issues that might
arise when images are farmed with automated scripts from
the Internet. Also care has to be taken to not annotate coun-
terfeit logos as we would not want the models to learn the
wrong logo representation.
Therefore, we decided to build a new dataset by sam-
pling images from the Amazon Product Catalog for the fol-
lowing reasons:
• A large body of publicly accessible images are avail-
able, thus easy to automate data collection.
• Images are labeled with the corresponding brand that
helps with annotation.
• We are interested in the abstraction capacity of ob-
ject detection models i.e. how they perform on non-
product images.
Product images on Amazon typically feature a single or
multiple products in front of a white background. Our work-
ing hypothesis is that a large amount of product images will
offer a high enough variance in logo contexts from which
the object detection model can learn and generalize the con-
cept of a Logo. Furthermore, we chose 2000 brands based
on popularity that satisfy the following conditions: (i) have
a significant number of images (ii) well-established logo
(iii) logo frequently used on the product.
We sampled a total of 1 million product images ran-
domly from these brands and used Amazon Mechanical
Turk to annotate them. Every image was sent to 9 different
MTruk workers for annotation. Each worker had to com-
plete the following task:
1. Identify if the image contains no, one or multi logos;
label image as such NO LOGO, ONE LOGO, MULTI-
PLE LOGO.
2. For the bounding box: in a separate task, of the images
with at least one logo, the workers were instructed to
locate the leftmost, topmost logo on the image (if mul-
tiple present) and draw a rectangle around it. If there
were still multiple options, the workers were instructed
to choose the biggest one.
Post-processing: Due to the different interpretations of
the term logo, we received very different annotations for
the same image from multiple workers. To consolidate the
results, we filtered out every image marked as NO LOGO by
more than 3 workers (out of 9). This finally gave us 295,814
images, each with at least 6 bounding-box annotations.
Dataset Logos Images Supervision Noisy Construction Scalability
BelgaLogos [29] 37 10,000 Object-Level 7 Manually Weak
FlickrLogos-32 [50] 32 8,240 Object-Level 7 Manually Weak
FlickrLogos-47 [50] 47 8,240 Object-Level 7 Manually Weak
TopLogo-10 [60] 10 700 Object-Level 7 Manually Weak
Logo-NET [22] 160 73,414 Object-Level 7 Manually Weak
WebLogo-2M [59] 194 1,867,177 Image-Level 3 Automatically Strong
Logos in the wild [62] 871 11,054 Object-Level 3 Manually Medium
PL2K (Ours) 2000 295,814 Object-Level 7 Semi-automatically Strong
Table 1. Statistics and characteristics of existing logo detection datasets.
Image set No. of images No. of brands
Training 185247 206Validation 46312
Testing 57970 1528
Negatives 10000 2000
Table 2. PL2K data split for train and test.
In order to reduce noise and accurately merge the anno-
tation box we used the DBScan clustering algorithm [13] as
it requires no a priori knowledge on the number of clusters.
The algorithm was performed on a precomputed pairwise
distance matrix of the annotation rectangles where the dis-
tance was defined as the complement of intersection over
union (IoU), see equation 5. We empirically derived ep-
silon to be 0.6 and the minimum core samples to be 1 as
these yielded the best results.
D = 1− R1 ∩R2
R1 ∪R2 . (5)
As we started using PL2K, we found that several annota-
tors marked the whole image as a logo even though that was
clearly incorrect. Therefore, we removed all merged bound-
ing boxes that have an IoU > 0.65 with the image rect-
angle. We removed nearly 36k bounding boxes and about
2K images from the dataset. Finally, we split the dataset
into training plus validation (80%) and testing (20%) mak-
ing sure that sets do not share images and brands taken from
the same set. Ultimately, we are interested in the general-
ization capability of the model on unseen brands.
We also added a negative set that consists of randomly
sampled images that were marked as containing no logos
by all annotators. We uses this set to measure the false pos-
itive rates of the models. Table 2 provides a quick overview
of the PL2K dataset while Table 1 compares PL2K with ex-
isting logo detection datasets. Note, that we split the data in
such a way that there are almost 8 times more logos in test
data than in train data. We wanted to showcase the universal
object detector’s generalization capabilities.
Data for Few-shot logo detector: The second part of
our data collection effort was for few-shot logo detector.
This was slightly different from universal logo detector.
This model operates on logo regions i.e. logo appearances
cropped out from images. We picked product images for
the top 242 logos and ran them through our universal logo
detector. Based on the regions proposed by universal logo
detector, we manually filtered out false positive regions and
identified 242 valid brand logos. From this we had at least
700 cropped regions for each logo. This dataset was then
split into a train and test set (80/20%) with 193 and 49 logo
classes respectively.
5. Experiments
We split our experiments into two parts: first we in-
vestigate the performance of the Universal logo detector
operating on PL2K and FlickrLogos-32. As discussed in
table 1, PL2K is relatively clean Amazon catalog images
and FlickrLogos-32 are real-world logos in the wild dataset.
Second, we discuss our experiments with the few-shot logo
classifier which works with cropped image regions. Finally
in end-to-end section, we see how these techniques perform
on FlickrLogos-32 without fine-tuning on this dataset.
5.1. Universal Logo Detection
The following three state-of-the-art object detector ar-
chitectures with two output classes were tested for our uni-
versal logo detector: Faster R-CNN [48], SSD [37], and
YOLOv3 [47]. Faster R-CNN is a two step detector that
has a higher performance on standard datasets (e.g. MS
COCO[36]), but is a lot slower than the other two single-
shot detectors. There have been several proposals on im-
proving the performance of this model [34, 35] but these
only offer a minor increase in mAP at the cost of speed.
We used a ResNet50 [19] base CNN for all networks
except for YOLOv3 which uses the Darknet53 architecture.
All of the networks were pre-trained on ImageNet [10] and
then trained end-to-end on the PL2K dataset with a fixed
input size of 512x512 for 20 epochs. YOLOv3 was trained
with randomly resized inputs in the range of [320, 640] with
steps of 32, to achieve better accuracy. We computed the re-
call at IoU > 0.5, average precision (AP), and the number
of regions generated on the negative/no logo set.
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Figure 4. FROC curves of the three detector models on
FlickrLogos-32. Faster R-CNN achieves higher recall but with lot
more false positives. Best viewed in color.
Same domain (PL2K). We find that all models achieve
very high recall and AP values with SSD having the highest
recall and YOLOv3 the highest AP on the PL2K validation
dataset. This trend repeats on the test set with a 0.1 drop
in AP and 1-2% points in recall meaning the models still
perform well on a wide range of unseen logos and products.
Interestingly, the two-step detection by Faster R-CNN does
not bring any advantage in performance. On the contrary,
it increases the false positive rate by a large margin. The
FROC curves on Figure 4 depict this behavior accurately.
Different domain (FlickrLogos-32). In order to see
how these models work on a completely different domain
without fine-tuning we ran the same evaluation on the
FlickrLogos-32 dataset. This dataset is the most popular
evaluation dataset for logos, consisting of 8,240 images
covering 32 logos/brands. The performance trend seemed
to reverse: Faster R-CNN with an accuracy of close to
80% and AP of 0.42 outperforms SSD and YOLOv3 by a
large margin. This suggests that Faster R-CNN learned less
domain-specific features which combined with the almost
8x more predictions outperforms all other open-set detec-
tors reported by [62]. See Table 3 for the full set of results
and Figure 4 for the corresponding FROC curves.
Based on these experiments, we chose Faster R-CNN
as it has superior generalization capabilities. This model
is what helped achieve the state-of-the-art results on
FlickrLogos-32 (see table 5). More analysis revealed that
SSD and YOLOv3 had issues detecting smaller bounding
box regions, images with occlusions or logo which blend
into their environment.
Figure 5. Performance of various distance learning loss functions
for Few-shot model on the PL2K test set.
5.2. Few-shot Logo Identification
For the few-shot logo embedding model we used the SE-
Resnet50 [23] architecture with the same modifications as
described in[11]. Input images were resized to 160x160
pixels, the embedding dimension was 128 and the batch
size 32. We used the Adam optimizer with momentum 0.9,
weight decay 0.0005, and learning rate 10−4 which we re-
duced by a factor of 0.8 every 20 epochs. The network’s
parameters were initialized using Xavier initialization [16]
with magnitude 2, no transfer learning was used.
We trained few-shot model by passing PL2K annotated
images to the few-shot logo detector (section on PL2K
dataset). The 242 logo classes were used for training and
testing without any sampling strategy. Various loss func-
tions and spatial transformer layers (see table 4) were tried
on top of this base architecture.
For comparison, we trained the same model using
distance-weighted sampling with margin-based loss[66] as
well as proxy-NCA loss since both methods report higher
performance than triplet loss with various sampling strate-
gies. As a solid baseline we also added cross-entropy loss,
though here we are using the last layer of the feature ex-
tractor, thus the embedding dimension is much larger than
128.
As seen on Figure 5 the proxy-triplet loss converges very
fast to a superior score in contrast with the other approaches.
For the first few epochs proxy-NCA has almost identical
performance then it starts to diverge and quickly decline
(over-fit). This suggests that proxy-augmented loss func-
tions are strongly dataset and/or hyper-parameter sensitive
but it needs further investigation.
Most logos do include words and other characteristics
which could provide some hint about the right orientation
of a logo in noisy contexts, we also experimented with
adding a Spatial Transformer network (STN) layer [27] to
Model Validation set Test set Negative set FlickrLogos-32Recall AP Recall AP No. detections Recall AP Negative detections
Faster R-CNN 94.76% 0.72 93.52% 0.63 147152 79.87% 0.42 8379
SSD 98.05% 0.73 97.73% 0.62 19295 60.04% 0.38 1136
YOLOv3 94.29% 0.77 92.10% 0.70 19504 44.69% 0.22 985
Table 3. Universal Logo Detector performance on the PL2K and FlickrLogos-32 datasets.
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Figure 6. Precision-Recall metric for few shot logo detector on
PL2K and FlickrLogos-32 data. Note the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of the few-shot logo detector on Flickr-32 data. The model
has not seen FlickrLogos-32 data in training. Best viewed in color.
Figure 7. Retrieval results of the few-shot model on the
FlickrLogos-32 and PL2K datasets. Left column contains query
regions.
Few-shot Logo model Top 1 Recall
CrossEntropy Loss 89.10%
Margin Loss 91.09%
Proxy-NCA Loss 80.26%
Proxy-Triplet Loss 96.80%
Proxy-Triplet Loss with STN 97.16%
Table 4. Top1 recall of few-shot Resnet50 model and various
losses on PL2K dataset.
the proxy-triplet model, which improved the accuracy by a
small margin. See the table 4 below for the best top 1 recall
scores. Fig. 6 shows the performance of the final few-shot
model on PL2K and FlickrLogos-32 dataset.
5.3. Qualitative Analysis
To get a better understanding on quality of the trained
solution we ran the t-SNE algorithm [39] on a randomly se-
lected subset of test classes for 1000 iterations with perplex-
ity 40 (see Figure 8). We find that our model successfully
separates very similar looking logo classes even if they use
similar font or color. There are a few single points scattered
around the space (in the middle) these are impressions from
logos that are radically different in the use of color, shape,
font than the rest of the logos.
Figure 7 illustrates some of the successful retrieval re-
sults on both datasets. In Figure 9, we show a few exam-
ples that are wrongly classified (right column) by our model
based on query image (left column). Diving deeper into the
mis-classified examples suggested low resolution images,
logo consisting of very simple shapes being a few reasons
for mis-classification.
5.4. End-to-end evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our universal detec-
tor combined with the few-shot identification model on
FlickrLogos-32 a popular logo datasets and compare it to
the state-of-the-art. None of the models were trained or
fine-tuned on FlickrLogos-32 dataset. All models were
trained on PL2K dataset. As seen in Table 5 and table 4,
the final model used was Faster R-CNN as universal Logo
detector; few-shot model was a SE-Resnet50 with proxy-
triplet loss with Spatial transformer layers. Top 5 accuracy
worked best as it generated more proposals.
For few-shot we extracted the first five ground truth re-
Figure 8. t-SNE [39] plot of a random subset of test classes.
The model successfully maps logos of the same class close to
each other, even with high inter- and intra-class variations (e.g.
VANS#1-#2, or Samsung and Philips). Best viewed in color.
Query Image Nearest neighbor
Figure 9. Erroneous classifications: few-shot recognition becomes
hard when image resolution is low and/or logos are made of very
simple shapes
gions per brand and used it as anchors. These anchor re-
gions were excluded from evaluation to avoid bias. We also
ran two evaluations per each detector type (single and five
shot). Faster R-CNN worked best with mAP of 0.56558.
mAP is decided by region proposals with class detection
threshold of 0.5.
6. Conclusion and Future work
In this work we shared our approach to few shot logo
recognition using deep learning two stage models. We
trained our models on PL2K and evaluated on FlickrLogos-
32 to achieve new state-of-the-art performance of 56.55%
mAP@5. This empirically indicates that our approach does
End to End Model mAP@1 mAP@5
No.
proposals
SSD + FS* 35.833% 44.79% 2655
Faster R-CNN + FS* 44.42% 56.55% 8786
YOLOv3 + FS* 23.31% 30.12% 1525
Tu¨zko¨ et al. [62] 46.4% N/A
Table 5. Top 1 and Top5 Accuracy of the end to end evaluation
on FlickrLogos-32 dataset. This uses both Universal Logo de-
tector and Few-shot Logo recognizer. *FS=Few-shot model SE-
Resnet50 with Proxy-Triplet Loss with STN as shown in table 4
(Row 1-3). Row 4 shows the results of the only reported open-set
detector. Note, that this system was trained using FlickrLogos-32.
good domain adaptation without fine-tuning.
We also conducted extensive experiments on various
CNN architectures and compared with existing logo works
to show that triplet-loss with proxies is an effective way to
find similar images. We also presented product logo dataset
PL2K, a first of its kind large scale logo dataset.
Future extensions of this works could look at application
of this work in broader contexts of image similarity search,
generic object detection or going deeper into understanding
why triplet-loss with proxies does so well and its limita-
tions.
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